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Well-supported claims can now be made that that Zimbabwe is changing course and the
country will soon be heading in a more promising direction. While the damage endured by the
economy over many years will take some time to repair and tangible momentum in the new
direction has yet to be achieved, claims can also be made that the risks of further damage have
been almost eliminated and some of the barriers that previously prevented progress have been
removed.
With toleration of corruption now greatly reduced and officials setting a deadline for the
return of money illegally banked abroad, genuine investors are now more likely to displace
opportunists who exploited Zimbabwe’s weakened defences to drain the country of hard
currency. The investors who do come will be free to accept as partners only those who can pay
for their shares and more supportive arrangements will encourage partnerships between
experienced farmers and those with allotments of land.
Hopefully, improving prospects will boost confidence enough to reverse the direction of the
capital outflows of recent years. Improving prospects of more dependable agricultural product
deliveries should start to attract investment into many manufacturing businesses, but several
severe impediments remain in place. Some of these could be quickly removed.
Attacking the long list of business licences, approvals and permits would be a start. For most
of these, the fees collected do no more than pay the salaries of the individuals empowered to
collect them. The amounts collected are therefore a hidden tax from which no benefits are
derived, but they are high enough to add to local costs and to make imported goods prices more
competitive.
Another group of handicaps comes under the heading of labour regulations. Between them,
Labour Laws and the influences of trades unions have added to the reasons why Zimbabwe has
become a high cost country that encourages the importation of many goods and services that
should be produced locally. In combination with the restrictive and expensive business licence
regulations, they account for much of the serious unemployment rate and all the attendant
social problems. If these easily removed handicaps could be given immediate attention, the
country would quickly experience the expansion of many companies and the formation of
perhaps far larger numbers of new businesses.
The promises of far-reaching changes have permitted the development of a much more
optimistic mood at every level of economic activity throughout the country and these promises
have been welcomed largely because of the hopes of improving employment opportunities.
Actual job generation numbers will therefore become the principal measure of the success of
the new leadership. Job creation comes about as a direct result of investment and however
much the mood has improved, it will not translate into investment decisions while unnecessary
policies and practices continue to undermine every investor’s prospects of making a profit at
reasonable, competitive prices.
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The budget provisions are supposed to be debated in Parliament this month. We have yet to
see whether all the Vote Appropriations will be passed without useful debate, as has been the
case almost every year until now.
Basic issues, such as the need to shed about half of the 22 ministries and a similar proportion
of government’s establishment, should be the cutting edges of the coming debates. However,
claims that progress with the needed retrenchments will be impossible before employment
growth starts in earnest will no doubt prevent action being taken yet again.
The budget figures were presented in two different packages, these being the Minister’s
speech and the Estimates of Expenditure. Unfortunately, they disagree with each other.
From the Minister’s speech, the table reproduced below shows that in 2018 the revenue is
expected to reach $5 071,2 million, with the help of $100 million in grants, but total expenditure
will reach $5 743 million, leaving a funding gap of $671,8 million. The growth projections are
also of interest.
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Similar 2018 figures are shown in the 400-page Estimates of Expenditure, or Blue Book. In
this, the Consolidated Revenue Fund table shows that revenue and grants are expected to reach
$4 637 million and expenditure plus net lending is expected to reach $5 330 million. This leaves
a financing gap of $693 million.
However, the Expenditure and Repayments table shows that debt settlement obligations will
take the total expenditure to $6 999 million. As the Revenue and Other Resources table in the
Blue Book also records $5 071 million as the total revenue for 2018, these figures suggest that if
debt repayment obligations are met, the actual funding gap will be $1 928,6 million.
However, if “Statutory and Retention Fund” estimates are also included, the gap will be $2,8
billion. The Blue Book shows that “Total Resource” requirements will come to $7 875,3 million,
which will be 55,3% more than revenue. These figures bring into focus the very severe
imbalance caused by excessively large accumulations of debt that have resulted from the
weakening of the economy’s tax base and government’s increasing spending requirements.
To match standard IMF national accounting formats, calculations in the budget speech table
show each major statistic as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product. The negative budget
balance for 2018 is shown as 3,5% of GDP, a significant improvement on the 9,4% of GDP figure
for 2017. However, if the debt repayments are included, the deficit for 2018 will come to 9,9%
of GDP and if “Statutory and Retention Fund” estimates are included, the deficit will be 14,4% of
GDP. Attention is not drawn to these higher percentages in the tables.
The nominal GDP figures used in these calculations head the columns in the budget speech
table, above. They are shown as $18,1 billion for 2017 and $19,4 billion for 2018. That suggests
an increase of 7,15% in the forthcoming year, but the table shows the GDP real growth forecast
at 4,5%. The gap between these numbers indicates that nearly 3% inflation is expected. The
build-up of pressure from the extremely large Money Supply growth rate makes this forecast
optimistic.
These GDP figures, however, can be argued to be severely misleading. Only two years ago,
the Minister of Finance estimated the nominal GDP at $14,3 billion in 2016 and his figures then
claimed that real GDP had grown by 1,16% during 2016, despite evidence that the economy
suffered a serious downturn in that year. In addition, the inflation rate in 2016 was minus
1,56%. In real terms, the US dollar strengthened, so for two reasons, real GDP must have fallen.
The Minister is now claiming that this already questionable figure grew to $18,1 billion in
2017. Even without adjusting the claimed 2016 figure downwards, this would have required a
growth rate of 26,5% in 2017. As this clearly never happened, it would appear that exaggerated
GDP numbers have been used to achieve more modest percentage of GDP numbers in the
tables.
This issue is raised to help place emphasis on the wide disparity between government’s
revenues and expenditures. In his speech, the Minister does frequently refer to the nature of
these expenditures, to the deficits they have generated and to the unsustainable way they have
been financed. He draws particular attention to the excessive growth rate of the Money Supply.
This growth, he says, “calls for the Reserve Bank to put in place policy measures to sterilise
the impact on the stock of money supply/RTGS balances within the economy”.1
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Budget Speech, Dec 7 2017, Paragraph 94
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If deliberate cash shortages have helped to keep the rate of price increases lower than the
Money Supply growth rate shown in this graph, it might be assumed that the Minister’s
sterilisation directive will ensure that the cash shortages remain in place.

The sharper rate of increase in the Consumer Price Index, illustrated in this graph [below],
caused the index to end 2017 at 3,5% higher than at the end of 2016, so a sharp acceleration in
the rate of increase in consumer prices did take place, despite the general liquidity and cash
scarcities. However, the 48% Money Supply growth rate in the 12 months to November 2017 is
very clearly at odds with any intentions of holding inflation down.

By having to issue Treasury Bills and bonds to meet payment obligations that have severely
outreached revenue receipts, government’s need to capture an increasing proportion of the
country’s financial resources has been directly responsible for the conditions that have
accelerated the Money Supply growth rate. In particular, holding down most farmers’ access to
bank finance by failing to allow land to become bankable collateral ensured that government
had to remain the farmers’ main source of working capital, as well as the supplier of all
infrastructural development capital.
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In his budget speech, the Minister says that money was needed by the Command
Agricultural Programmes as well as by the Grain Marketing Board for the purchase of
agricultural produce. More was needed for irrigation schemes, farm mechanisation and various
infrastructure facilities. Grain procurement funding came to $540 million and the Command
Maize Programme cost $347,5 million. But for the lack of collateral, this funding could have
been borrowed from the banks, so the essential feature of the maize and other so-called
Command Programmes is that government is always the source of the required money.
However, government’s funding requirements have been exaggerated by decisions to pay
for grain at prices well in excess of import costs. By paying $390 a tonne for maize deliveries and
then selling the grain to millers for $240 a tonne, a subsidy of $150 a tonne had to be found for
the 500 000 tonnes delivered. This came to $75 million, to which the handling and storage fees
must be added, plus debts carried forward from previous years and payroll arrears. All of this
resulted in the Grain Marketing Board incurring a loss of $208 million for 2017.
However, of special interest is the Minister’s acceptance of the need for change. In his
speech, the Minister states that, “As we move forward, private sector and commercial bank
finance will be required to fully take up its rightful role of adequately underpinning
agriculture”.2 This statement has the backing of a paragraph earlier in the speech, which reads:
“Zimbabwe is now open for business, and is putting in place supportive measures that seek to
rebuild confidence and compete for investment, and enhance the economy’s
competitiveness”.3
This is followed by assurances that supportive measures will be taken to achieve security of
land tenure and to introduce bankable land leases. Other measures, says the Minister, will
guarantee the safety of investments, amend the indigenisation policy, lower the cost of doing
business and bring about concrete public enterprise reforms.
These proposals and promises amount to a significant change in policies that, if followed, will
permit the economy to shift decisively away from its previous course. Mining, manufacturing
and infrastructural developments involving power, transport and communications have been
brought into Parliamentary and media debates since the budget was presented and all of these
have reinforced the positive outlook in practical as well as encouraging ways.
Of concern, however, is that none of the propositions include any intention to adopt prices
that will do away with the need for subsidies, or will lead to immediate improvements in the
critical day-to-day issues needed to restore Zimbabwe’s ability to compete on regional markets.
Among these are labour laws affecting the willingness of employers to offer employment and
the recovery or repayment of outstanding debts, such as government VAT refunds or unjustly
garnisheed bank balances.
A modest reduction in operating costs has resulted from reductions in the excise duty on
petrol and diesel, but Zimbabwean fuel prices are still higher than in all the surrounding
countries. Because of the large number of issues needing attention, it is evident that useful
achievements of progress in every one of these areas will call for time, but the focus needs to
be on rebuilding confidence, as well as capacity. All of these difficulties will best be lifted by
measures that directly target and successfully deal with investor uncertainties.
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However, these uncertainties will be compounded if government continues to crowd out the
business sector by making continuing demands for funds from domestic banks and other
financial institutions to finance large budget deficits.
Claims are being made by government that assistance of the order of $1,5 billion will be
made available from the African Import-Export Bank, but details on repayment terms, interest
rates and the purposes to which such funds might be applied have yet to be released. To arrest
the further build-up of the unwelcome side effects of government’s competition for scarce
financial resources, funding of this nature will be needed, but will require the rescheduling of
existing debt.
The crowding-out effect of government borrowing is evident in the following graphs,
showing claims on government and Treasury Bill sales figures. Access to finance for the private
sector has been so constrained that the total commercial bank loans and advances to business
sectors and individuals declined by 2,9% in the twelve months from November 2016 to
November 2017, the totals coming down over that period from $2,74 billion to $2,66 billion.
A breakdown shows loans to agriculture fell by 9,3% while those to manufacturing declined
by 23,6% and loans to mining went down by 18,9%. Among the few increases were 8,8% to
construction and individual loans went up 1,2%.
More broadly defined claims on private sector borrowers show that the total increased by
$241 million in the twelve months to November 2017, but as this graph shows, the claims on
central government increased by more than ten times as much during that period, rising by
$2,52 billion and reaching $6,3 billion.

A hidden effect of the liquidity conditions is the extent to which some companies have been
forced to seek offshore funding for their development projects. Reserve Bank approval is
needed for all such borrowings because the servicing of external debts has impacts upon the
country’s Balance of Payments, but costs and difficult terms imposed by local banks under
liquidity constraints have left some companies with little option.
Net outflows of funds have occurred every year since the Land Acquisition policy was
announced twenty years ago and the decline in production made food imports essential. When
the US dollar was adopted in 2009 and government’s ability to impose exchange controls was
severely curtailed, transfers of funds could be legally arranged, but to start with, most of the
flows were inwards.
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Confidence was then eroded by the mounting budget deficits, which started to accumulate
after the Government of National Unity was displaced by the 2013 elections. Money started to
flow out of the country and by 2015 a severe liquidity shortage had started to develop.
Government’s deficit financing requirements prompted it to start selling Treasury Bills to banks,
insurance companies and pension funds. Government also issued Treasury Bills to settle some
of its outstanding debts, increasing their value by $880 million in the twelve months to
November 2017 and taking their total value to more than $2 billion.

As tight conditions developed, many holders of Treasury Bills chose to offer them for sale, so
a functioning discount market was soon established. With government using illiquid paper to
convert longer-term deposits and savings into funding for immediate disbursal, and Treasury Bill
holders then converting the same paper into duplicate disposable balances, Money Supply
growth was stimulated by these transactions. However, even more money was brought into
existence by the Reserve Bank when it acceded to a Ministry of Finance request that it be
granted overdrafts of several billion dollars more.
Despite the recent political changes and the significant improvements in the country’s
outlook, the fiscal deficit and the repercussions of the financial distortions it has caused are set
to impact on the economy for some time to come. One of these impacts is on prices.
If the buyers of Treasury Bills are not content to live with these questionable stores of value
until they reach maturity, they have only one option, which it to sell them at a discount. Those
who sell them usually do so in exchange for “virtual money” in the form of RTGS transfers.
Those who need to convert these proceeds into real money to pay for imports then have to part
with this money at a further discount. The eventual recovery of the effective costs incurred in
paying for these imports inevitably results in the goods being sold at higher prices.
However, during some of the phases of increasing uncertainty, it is evident that some of the
hard currency obtained was externalised. Hopes are now being expressed that these
uncertainties will be overcome and that significant amounts of money will be returned to the
country. A good response to the amnesty offered to those who illegally externalised money by
incorrectly valuing trade consignments, or by other means, is expected to bring about a strong
inflow that will reduce the delays being experienced in receiving Reserve Bank approvals for
import orders. However, the country is starting from a weakened position.
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Foreign liabilities increased by 24% between November 2016 and November 2017, rising
from $956 million to $1 187 million over that period. Foreign assets moved from $364,8 million
to $316,1 million, taking net foreign assets from minus $636,7 million to minus $720,5 million
over those 12 months.
So far, the steps taken against selected individuals accused of corruption, the amnesty to
those who return money illegally externalised and the softening of indigenisation demands are
significant issues that have generated promises of even more far-reaching changes. A quieter
move appears to be restoring confidence to farmers who were recently targeted for
dispossession. However, those evicted from their lands years ago have received nothing more
than repeats of claims that compensation will eventually be offered.
Firm evidence has yet to emerge that compensation funds at any level will one day be placed
at the country’s disposal. However, as compensation was one items in the Reform Programme
presented at the IMF meetings in Lima, Peru, in 2015, government hopes to persuade all
observers of the sincerity of their intentions by at least keeping the subject on the agenda.
A number of the other reforms presented in Lima have been picked up in response to the
President’s 100-day action plan challenge to cabinet ministers. The privatisation of parastatal
organisations and state operated enterprises, most of which are running at substantial losses,
has featured among the proposals. These are supported by arrangements being made by
government to assist National Railways of Zimbabwe to improve upon its currently constrained
services, to lease new aircraft for Air Zimbabwe and to assume the debts of Zisco so that
handicaps preventing the sale of the steelworks might be removed. For each parastatal,
restructuring on a commercial footing would be needed before an attractive prospectus could
be prepared and shares placed on offer.
Apart from removing the burden of the losses incurred by very nearly all the state-operated
enterprises, a major objective of the privatisation exercise is to bring about a significant capital
inflow from the sale of shares.
In this regard, the success of the privatisation exercise is likely to be improved if government
shows itself to be willing to break completely from these enterprises. In previous exercises of
this nature, such as with the sale of the former marketing authorities, the Dairy Marketing
Board and the Cotton Marketing Board, government insisted on retaining a controlling interest
in each of the privatised companies, Dairibord Ltd and Cotton Company of Zimbabwe Ltd. This
control mindset was reinforced and formalised with the passage of the Economic
Empowerment and Indigenisation Act.
Hopefully, the news that the indigenisation policy is to be extensively amended will also
permit foreign investors to acquire the entire equity of any privatised enterprise, should they so
wish. Their ability to do so would greatly increase the commitment needed to turn their
acquisitions into successful ventures.
Improved Balance of Payments inflows on Capital Account would be among the more
important advantages of attracting such investment capital. The subsequent activities of the
companies, if successful, would generate employment growth, technology transfers, tax
revenues and foreign earnings, while opening the way for yet other investments.
While the informal sector has become very much bigger and more important to the welfare
of the population, it has found ways of adapting to the challenges without becoming significant
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contributors to tax revenues. To change that, official attempts were made to persuade informal
sector operators to formalise their businesses, but these yielded very modest levels of success.
Parallel attempts to persuade banks to be more accommodating in their dealings with
unincorporated businesses have also had disappointing results. Government made most of its
efforts in these directions because it wished to find ways of generating tax revenues from
informal traders to make up for the shrinkage of the tax revenue from the national workforce,
but it is now exploring a different idea.

New potential sources of tax were presented to Parliament during the budget debate and
one of the suggestions was to tax each transaction carried out using mobile devices. Records
gathered by the Reserve Bank show that weekly mobile transactions increased about four-fold
during 2017 from $100 million per week to more than $400 million per week. If weekly
transactions average $400 million through 2018, a 5% tax charge per transaction would yield
$20 million a week, or $1 billion over the year.
If collected, this amount would be more than all the P.A.Y.E. contributions of the country’s
current labour force and twice the amount expected from company profits taxes. And as the
informal sector makes up the bulk of the users of mobile devices, the 5% tax on about three
million transactions per day would be a very efficient way to collect tax from this sector. For
retailers and other traders, acceptance of the idea in coming legislation would effectively
reduce purchasing power by the same 5%, but a good proportion of it would then be spent on
similar goods by government employees.
However, this is an incomplete answer. The more fundamental of the country’s economic
problems would be overcome by attending to the policy choices that did the most serious
damage. The costs of twenty years of food imports provide the main reason for the outflows of
foreign exchange to pay the suppliers, and this led directly to the country’s inability to meet
debt service commitments. The collapse of the Zimbabwe dollar followed the printing of money
to make up for the lost tax and export revenues, which were inevitable after the closure of
thousands of factories and the loss of 400 000 jobs. The growth of the informal sector followed,
but this depended on direct support from about three million Zimbabweans who moved abroad
and assisted their local families with whatever savings they could afford.
As taking the land off the market started this disastrous decline, putting the land back onto
the market would be not only the best way to start a recovery, but also an essential step
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towards that recovery. If Zimbabwe chooses not to take that step, the recovery will be much
slower and much more painful.
A Presidential Decree took the land off the market in a process that started that decline in
1997. Another Presidential Decree could put it back onto the market right now. This would turn
the land into capital, unlock farmers’ access to finance and would allow the recovery we all
need to start in earnest.
In the following table, an attempt has been made to forecast economic indicators for the
coming years.
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